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Bowls Kapiti Coast Tournament Committee 

Recording Open Results 

This document describes the processes for recording  results for Open competitions.  

Only entry of results is included, processes and responsibilities are included in the Open Event 

Management document. 

If using mobile devices to record results this document still applies, but it is also necessary to 

refer to the document  Recording Results on Mobile Devices. 

All documents referred to are available on the website. 

1. Section Play. 

 
The results file will include a sheet for each section of section play and one for post section. 

Update each section play sheet with the green number/name that the section is to be 

played on. 

 

For each result enter W for a win and L for a loss (upper case preferred). Other abbreviations 

such as NP, DNP, bye, Def can be entered for games not played or defaulted. 

 

The system will automatically identify and record teams that have qualified or not qualified 

by inserting a Q or X in the last column. 
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2. Weather Interruption 

If weather or any other interruption causes the number of section play rounds to be reduced 

then the number of wins to qualify must be changed to 1. 

 

The post section sheet provided caters for the expected maximum number of qualifiers. 

However, if it is not possible to play any post section rounds and all entries proceed to post 

section, then it is probable that the post section template provided will not cater for enough 

teams. In this instance, contact the Centre Administrator who will provide a post section 

draw which will allow all teams to be entered. 

 

3. Post Section 

 
The section play charts show the number of qualifiers for post section. Ensure you have this 

number of names  in the post section draw 

 

Enter names from the bottom of the sheet as they are drawn. Start on the left hand column 

and move to the second column for teams which draw a bye. 

The numbers on the left hand side are a guide to moving to the second column depending 

on the number of qualifiers. 
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Rink numbers are included in the draw. If necessary, these can be changed to suit local 

circumstances. 

Rink numbers for games after round 3 are allocated at the discretion of the host Club. 

 

 
Enter results by entering the shots each team has scored in the column next to the name. 

The winners name will automatically be advanced to the next round. 

 

At the end of the competition enter the full names of the winners & runners up where 

indicated. 

 

 

 


